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Abstract: In this work we show that bipartite quantum states with local Hilbert
space dimension n can violate a Bell inequality by a factor of order Ω
( √
n
log2 n
)
when observables with n possible outcomes are used. A central tool in the anal-
ysis is a close relation between this problem and operator space theory and, in
particular, the very recent noncommutative Lp embedding theory.
As a consequence of this result, we obtain better Hilbert space dimension
witnesses and quantum violations of Bell inequalities with better resistance to
noise.
1. Introduction
The fact that certain quantum correlations cannot be explained within any local
classical theory is one of the most intriguing phenomena arising from quan-
tum mechanics. It was discovered by Bell [4] as a way of testing the validity of
Einstein-Podolski-Rosen’s believe that local hidden variable models are a possi-
ble underlying explanation of physical reality [21]. Bell realized that the innocent
looking assumptions behind any local hidden variable theory lead to non-trivial
restrictions on the strength of correlations. These constraints bear his name and
are since called Bell inequalities [58]. Nowadays, the violation of Bell inequalities
in quantum mechanics has become an indispensable tool in the modern devel-
opment of Quantum Information and its applications cover a variety of areas:
quantum cryptography, where it opens the possibility of getting uncondition-
ally secure quantum key distribution [1,3,36,37]; entanglement detection, where
it is the only way of experimentally detecting entanglement without a priori
hypothesis on the behavior of the experiment; complexity theory, where it en-
riches the theory of multipartite interactive proof systems [6,14,15,24,19,30,31];
communication complexity (see the recent review [11]); Hilbert space dimension
estimates [8,10,44,56,57]; etc.
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The violation of Bell inequalities also provides a natural way of quantifying
the deviation from a local classical description. Unfortunately, computing the
maximal violation for a given quantum state or Bell inequality turns out to
be a daunting task except for very special cases. In [44] we uncovered a close
connection between tripartite correlation Bell inequalities and the mathematical
theory of operator spaces, developed since the 80’s as a noncommutative version
of the classical Banach space theory. With these connections at hand, and with
the wide tool-box of operator spaces, we were able to prove the existence of
unbounded violations of tripartite correlation Bell inequalities. At the same time
this resolved an open problem in pure mathematics related to Grothendieck’s
famous fundamental theorem of the metric theory of tensor products. The relation
of Grothendieck’s theorem with correlation Bell inequalities was long ago pointed
out by Tsirelson [55].
In the present paper we show how operator spaces are again the appropri-
ate language to deal with the general bipartite case, opening in this way an
avenue for the understanding of general bipartite Bell inequalities. Then, using
operator space techniques, we show how to get violations of Ω
( √
n
log2 n
)
, using
n dimensional Hilbert spaces and k = n outputs. This almost closes the gap
to the O(n) (resp. O(k2)) upper bound for such violations given in Proposition
2 (resp. in [18]). Again our techniques rely on probabilistic tools and use the
classical random subspaces from Banach space theory which are now popular
in signal processing, see [16]. The result in this paper implies the existence of
better Hilbert space dimension witnesses and non-local quantum distributions
with a higher resistance to noise –a desirable property when looking for loophole
free Bell tests. Based on the results in [18], one can also obtains from our result
new quantum-classical savings in communication complexity.
2. Statement of the result
We deal with the following scenario. Alice and Bob represent spatially separated
observers which can choose among different observables labeled by x = 1, . . . , N
in the case of Alice and y = 1, . . . ,M in the case of Bob. The possible measure-
ment outcomes are labeled by a = 1, . . . ,K for Alice and b = 1, . . . , L for Bob.
For simplicity we will always assume that M = N and K = L. We will refer to
the observables x and y as inputs and call a and b outputs. The object under
study is the probability distribution of a, b given x, y, that is, P (ab|xy). Being a
probability distribution, P (ab|xy) verifies
– P (ab|xy) ≥ 0 (positivity)
–
∑
ab P (ab|xy) = 1 for all x, y (normalization)
In addition, we recall that a probability distribution P = p(ab|xy) is
a) Non-signalling if∑
a
P (a, b|x, y) = P (b|y) is independent of x,∑
b
P (a, b|x, y) = P (a|x) is independent of y.
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Fig. 1. p(ab|xy) is the probability distribution of the measurement outcomes a, b, if Alice and
Bob choose the observables labeled by x and y respectively.
That is, Alice choice of inputs does not affect Bob’s marginal probability
distribution and viceversa. This is physically motivated by the principle of
Einstein locality which implies non-signalling if we assume that Alice and
Bob are space-like separated. We denote the set of non-signalling probability
distributions by C.
b) Classical if
P (a, b|x, y) =
∫
Ω
Pω(a|x)Qω(b|y)dP(ω) (1)
for every x, y, a, b, where (Ω,P) is a probability space, Pω(a|x) ≥ 0 for all
a, x, ω,
∑
a Pω(a|x) = 1 for all x, ω and the analogue conditions for Qω(b|y).
We denote the set of classical probability distributions by L.
c) Quantum if there exist two Hilbert spaces H1, H2 such that
P (a, b|x, y) = tr(Eax ⊗ F byρ) (2)
for every x, y, a, b, where ρ ∈ B(H1⊗H2) is a density operator and (Eax)x,a ⊂
B(H1), (F by )y,b ⊂ B(H2) are two sets of operators representing POVM mea-
surements on Alice and Bob systems. That is, Eax ≥ 0 for every x, a,
∑
aE
a
x =
1 for every x, F by ≥ 0 for every y, b and
∑
b F
b
y = 1 for every y. We denote
the set of quantum probability distributions by Q.
It is well known [55,18] that L  Q  C and C ⊂ Aff(L) with equality if we
restrict to probability distributions. Here,
Aff(L) =
{
N∑
i=1
αiPi : N ∈ N, Pi ∈ L, αi ∈ R,
N∑
i=1
αi = 1
}
denotes the affine hull of the space L.
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Our aim is to quantify the distance between Q and L. For that, we define the
‘largest Bell violation’ that a given P ∈ C may attain as
ν(P ) = sup{〈M,P 〉 : M verifies |〈M,P ′〉| ≤ 1 for every P ′ ∈ L},
where M = {Ma,bx,y}N,Kx,y=1,a,b=1 is the “Bell inequality” acting on P by duality as
〈M,P 〉 = ∑x,y,a,b P (a, b|x, y)Ma,bx,y .
Thus, in order to measure how far is the set Q from L, we are interested in
computing the maximal possible Bell violation
sup
P∈Q
ν(P ).
Notation: In the whole paper, given a real number x we write [x] to denote
the smallest natural number p such that x ≤ p.
Our main result states:
Theorem 1. For every n ∈ N and every 2 < q < ∞, there exists a bipartite
quantum probability distribution P with [n
q
2 ]n inputs per site, n+ 1 outputs and
Hilbert spaces of dimension n each such that
ν(P )  D(q)n 12− 2q ,
where  denotes inequality up to a universal constant and D(q) is a constant
depending only on q.
Actually, by the definition of ν, this result is equivalent to the following dual
formulation
Theorem 2. For every n ∈ N and every 2 < q < ∞, we can find a Bell in-
equality M = (Ma,bx,y)x,y,a,b, with x, y = 1, · · · , [n
q
2 ]n, a, b = 1 · · · , n + 1 such
that
supP∈Q |〈M,P 〉|
supP∈L |〈M,P 〉|
 D(q)n 12− 2q .
Furthermore, the local Hilbert space dimension required to get this violation is at
most n.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 given in Section 9, that D(q) can be
taken to be bigger than 1q2 . Then, making q = log n in Theorem 1 we obtain the
following
Corollary 1. For every n ∈ N there exists a bipartite quantum probability distri-
bution P with [2
log2 n
2 ]n inputs, n+1 outputs and Hilbert spaces each of dimension
n such that
ν(P ) 
√
n
log2 n
.
An analogous consequence holds for Theorem 2.
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3. Upper bounds
We want to understand how close to optimality Theorem 1 is. In this direction,
we present upper bounds to ν(P ) depending on the number of outputs and the
Hilbert space dimension.
First, we have the following result from [18], showing a bound for ν(P ) as a
function of the number of outputs.
Proposition 1. Independently of the Hilbert space dimension and the number
of inputs, if P is a quantum probability distribution with k outputs then
ν(P ) = O(k2).
If we fix instead the Hilbert space dimension n, one can prove the following
proposition. A proof is provided in Appendix 2.
Proposition 2. Independently of the number of inputs and outputs, if P is a
bipartite quantum probability distribution obtained with Hilbert spaces of local
dimension n, then
ν(P ) = O(n).
4. Prior bipartite unbounded violations
As pointed out by Tsirelson [55], Grothendieck’s Theorem, which he himself
called the fundamental theorem of the metric theory of tensor products, shows
that we can not obtain unbounded violations in the case of correlation matrices.
The first unbounded violations of Bell inequalities can be traced back to an
application of Raz parallel repetition theorem [50], which trivially ensures that
the parallel repetition of the magic square game has a violation which grows with
n inputs, n outputs and a Hilbert space of dimension n as nx for some x > 0.
Similar results hold for any pseudo-telepathy game [7]. Even using the improved
version of Raz theorem given recently in [23,49], or the concentration theorem
given in [49], the best nowadays available lower bound using this technique seems
to be not much better than Ω(n10
−5
).
In [30], the authors make a spectacular improvement over this last quantity.
They prove the existence, for each ν, of unique two provers one round games
with n outputs and 2n/n inputs such that the quantum value of the game is
larger than 1 − 54ν and the classical one smaller than 2/nν . This involves a
violation of order Ω(n
1
54 ). Their proof strongly relies on a deep result of Khot
and Vishnoi in the context of complexity theory [32].
Therefore, our Ω
( √
n
log2 n
)
violation with n outputs and local Hilbert space
dimension n can be seen as an important improvement to the previous results.
The prize to pay is the increase of the number of inputs to O
(
[2
log2 n
2 ]n
)
.
5. Resistance to noise
In the search for a loophole free Bell test, much has been written about non-
locality in the presence of detector inefficiencies (see for instance [9,11,12,13,38,
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39,43]). This is modelled in [38] by adding an extra output ⊥ that means “no
detection” in both Alice and Bob sides. If the detector efficiency is η, we then
change the “perfect” probability distribution P = P (ab|xy) by η2P + (1− η2)P ′
where P ′ = P ′(ab|xy) ∈ L is the local distribution defined by
(1− η2)P ′(ab|xy) = η(1− η)P (a|x)δb,⊥ + η(1− η)δa,⊥P (b|y) + (1− η)2δa,⊥δb,⊥.
That is, we can interpret the inefficiency of the detector as a local noise
added to the original probability distribution. The same happens with other
classes of imperfections in the detectors: for instance if, with certain probability,
the detector produces a random output instead of working properly.
Therefore, in order to have non-local distributions even in the presence of
noise, we fix P ∈ C and look at
pi(P ) = inf{pi : for all P ′ ∈ L , piP + (1− pi)P ′ 6∈ L}. (3)
The following proposition shows that this is “exactly” what we are estimating.
Specifically,
Proposition 3. For every P ∈ C,
ν(P ) =
2
pi(P )
− 1.
By our main result, this proves the existence of quantum probability distribu-
tions with n outputs and Hilbert spaces of dimension n which can withstand
any local noise with relative strength O
(
1− log2(n)√
n
)
(see next section). It is
interesting to note that, by Proposition 2, O
(
1− 1n
)
is an upper bound for the
maximal possible resistance to noise. However, if one restricts exclusively to the
noise coming from inefficient detectors, one can obtain exponential resistance
[38]. It is time for the proof of Proposition 3.
Proof. Let P ∈ C. We refer to [18] for the fact that
ν(P ) = inf{
I∑
i=1
|αi| : P =
I∑
i=1
αiPi, Pi ∈ L, αi ∈ R,
I∑
i=1
αi = 1}. (4)
Let λ = pi(P ). By definition we have λP + (1 − λ)P ′ = P ′′ is again in L. This
gives P = 1λP
′′ − ( 1λ − 1)P ′ and therefore, by Equation (4), ν(P ) ≤ 2λ − 1.
For the converse we use again Equation (4) and start with the decomposition
P =
∑
i αiPi such that
∑
i |αi| = ν(P ). Dividing in positive and negative terms
we get P =
∑
i α
+
i Pi −
∑
i α
−
i Pi, where
∑
i α
+
i −
∑
i α
−
i = 1 and
∑
i α
+
i +∑
i α
−
i = ν(P ). Let us denote by r =
∑
i α
+
i the positive part. Hence we have
2r = ν(P ) + 1 and therefore
1
r
P + (1− 1
r
)P ′ = P ′′ , P ′, P ′′ ∈ L. (5)
Indeed, P ′ =
P
i α
−
i PiP
j α
−
j
and P ′′ =
P
i α
+
i PiP
j α
+
j
. Equation (5) gives λ ≥ 1r . Since
2r = ν(P ) + 1 we obtain that ν(P ) ≥ 2λ − 1, which concludes the proof.
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6. Incomplete probability distributions
We present here incomplete probability distributions. We need them for the state-
ment and proof of Theorem 3. Our main result, Theorem 1, will follow as a corol-
lary. We also use incomplete probability distributions to formalize the treatment
given to noise in the previous section.
We are interested in computing pi(P ) when we consider local probability dis-
tributions P ′ with k + 1 outputs in Equation (3), where k is the number of
outputs of P . To this end we embed P into the space of probability distribution
of k + 1 outputs just by adding the corresponding 0’s and denoting the new
distribution by P˜ . We denote Lk to the local distributions with k outputs (the
other parameters are fixed). By Proposition 3, we compute
ν(P˜ ) = sup
M
|〈M, P˜ 〉|
supP ′∈Lk+1 |〈M,P ′〉|
.
Of course, restricting with M ’s which vanish on the index given by the extra
output ⊥ will give a lower bound for ν(P˜ ). That is, we have
ν(P˜ ) ≥ sup
M
|〈M,P 〉|
supP ′∈Lk |〈M,P ′〉|
,
where P ′ is now of the form
P ′(a, b|x, y) =
∫
Ω
Pω(a|x)Qω(b|y)dP(ω). (6)
(Ω,P) is a probability space and for every λ, x (resp. y) (P (a|x, ω))ax (resp.
(Q(b|y, ω))by) is a sequence of positive numbers such that
∑
a P (a|x, ω))ax ≤ 1
(resp. is
∑
aQ(a|x, ω))ax ≤ 1). We will say that such a P ′ is an incomplete
classical probability distribution.
In this section we deal with this kind of incomplete probability distributions
and prove a generalization of our main result, Theorem 1, to this setting. This
will formalize the claim stated in Section 5 concerning the existence of quantum
probability distributions with n outputs and Hilbert spaces of dimension n which
can withstand any local noise with extra outputs and relative strength O(1 −
log2(n)√
n
).
The rest of the paper is essentially devoted to prove the above mentioned
generalization, from which Theorem 1 can be deduced.
We say that P is an incomplete quantum probability distribution if there exist
two Hilbert spaces H1, H2 such that
P (a, b|x, y) = tr(Eax ⊗ F byρ) (7)
for every x, y, a, b, where ρ ∈ B(H1 ⊗H2) is a density operator and (Eax)x,a ⊂
B(H1), (F by )y,b ⊂ B(H2) are two sets of operators representing incomplete
POVM measurements on Alice and Bob systems. That is, Eax ≥ 0 for every
x, a,
∑
aE
a
x ≤ 1 for every x, F by ≥ 0 for every y, b and
∑
bE
b
y ≤ 1 for every y.
We denote the set of incomplete quantum distributions by Qin and the set of
incomplete classical distributions by Lin.
With these definitions at hand, we can introduce
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Definition 1. Given a linear functional (Bell inequality) M = (Ma,bx,y)
N,K
x,y=1,a,b=1,
we define the Classical bound of M as the number
BC(M) = sup{|〈M,P 〉| : P ∈ Lin}
and the Quantum bound of M as
BQ(M) = sup{|〈M,P 〉| : P ∈ Qin}.
We define the largest quantum violation of M as the positive number
LV (M) =
BQ(M)
BC(M)
. (8)
Remark 1. It is easy to see that BC(M) = 0 implies BQ(M) = 0 for every M .
We will rule out these cases because they lack interest.
The generalization of Theorem 1 to this context is the following one.
Theorem 3. For every n ∈ N and every 2 < q < ∞, we can find a linear
functional M = (Ma,bx,y)x,y,a,b, x, y = 1, · · · , [n
q
2 ]n, a, b = 1 · · · , n such that
LV (M)  D(q)n 12− 2q .
The local Hilbert space dimension required to get this violation is at most n.
Our next two results follow straightforwardly.
Corollary 2. For every n ∈ N we can find a linear functional M = (Ma,bx,y)x,y,a,b,
x, y = 1, · · · , [2 log
2 n
2 ]n, a, b = 1 · · · , n such that
LV (M) 
√
n
log2 n
.
The local Hilbert space dimension needed to get this violation is at most n.
Corollary 3. For all n, there exists a probability distribution P with [2
log2 n
2 ]n
inputs, n + 1 outputs and Hilbert space dimension n which can withstand any
local noise with extra outputs and relative strength O(1− log2 n√
n
).
Finally, the next lemma allows us to prove Theorem 2 (and, thus, Theorem
1) from Theorem 3.
Lemma 1. Suppose we have a linear functional (Ma,bx,y)x,y,a,b, x, y = 1, · · · , N ,
a, b = 1, · · · ,K such that LM(V ) = C. Then, there exists another linear func-
tional (Mˆa,bx,y)abxy, x, y = 1, · · · , N , a, b = 1, · · · ,K + 1 such that
supP∈Q |〈Mˆ, P 〉|
supP∈ L |〈Mˆ, P 〉|
= C.
Proof. It is enough to define Mˆ as the extension of M for which MˆK+1,bx,y = 0,
Mˆa,K+1x,y = 0.
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7. Bounds for the Hilbert space dimension
The interest in testing the Hilbert space dimension started with a crucial obser-
vation made in [3]. In that paper, the authors observe that the standard security
proofs for the BB84 protocol [53,33] assume a given dimension in the Hilbert
space and they can fail if this assumption is dropped. In [10], motivated by that,
the authors define the concept of “dimension witness” and show some examples
in low dimensions. Since then, several contributions to the field have appeared
with different approaches: Bell inequalities [8,56], quantum random access codes
[57] or quantum evolutions [59].
We define Qd to be the distributions in Q with the extra restriction that
the Hilbert spaces H1, H2 appearing in the definition are d-dimensional. With
this notation, a dimension witness for dimension d is simply a “Bell inequality”
Md,n such that |〈Md,n, Pd〉| ≤ Cd for all Pd ∈ Qd, and for such that there exists
P ∈ Qn with |〈Md,n, P 〉| > Cd. In the case of binary outcomes, Brie¨t, Buhrman
and Toner [8] and Vertesi and Pal [56] have shown how to get dimension estimates
for any dimension. However, in their case
sup
Md,n
supPn∈Qn |〈Md,n, Pn〉|
supPd∈Qd |〈Md,n, Pd〉|
∈ [1,KG].
This means that the resolution of the considered witnesses is bounded by Grothendieck’s
constant KG and indeed could vanish with increasing dimension.
It would be therefore desirable to get
sup
Md,n
supPn∈Qn |〈Md,n, Pn〉|
supPd∈Qd |〈Md,n, Pd〉|
−→
n≥d→∞
∞. (9)
For two outcomes this was shown to be possible in the tripartite case [44]. Our
main Theorem, together with Theorem 2 implies that
Theorem 4. For any d, n we can define dimension estimates Md,n verifying
sup
Md,n
supPn∈Qn |〈Md,n, Pn〉|
supPd∈Qd |〈Md,n, Pd〉|
= Ω
( √
n
log2(n)d
)
.
8. Mathematical tools and Connections
In this section we will introduce the basic notions about operator spaces which
we will need along this work. We do recommend [20] and [46] for a much more
complete reference.
The theory of operator spaces was born with the work of Effros and Ruan in
the 80’s, see for instance [20,46]. They characterized, in an abstract sense, the
structure of the closed subspaces of B(H), the space of bounded linear operators
on a Hilbert space.
Formally, an operator space is a complex vector space E and a sequence of
norms ‖ · ‖n in the space of E-valued matrices Mn(E) = Mn ⊗ E, which verify
the following two properties
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1. For every n,m ∈ N, x ∈Mm(E), a ∈Mnm and b ∈Mmn we have that
‖axb‖n ≤ ‖a‖‖x‖m‖b‖
2. For every n,m ∈ N, x ∈Mn(E), y ∈Mm(E), we have that∥∥∥∥(x 00 y
)∥∥∥∥
n+m
= max{‖x‖n, ‖y‖m}.
Any C∗-algebra A has a natural operator space structure induced by its
natural embedding j : A ↪→ B(H). Indeed, it is enough to consider the sequence
of norms on Mn ⊗ A defined by the embedding id ⊗ j : Mn ⊗ A ↪→ Mn ⊗
B(H) = B(`n2 ⊗2 H). In particular, `k∞ has a natural operator space structure.
To compute it we isometrically embed `k∞ into the diagonal of Mk and then,
given x =
∑
iAi ⊗ ei ∈Mn(`k∞) = Mn ⊗ `k∞, we have
‖x‖n =
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i
Ai ⊗ |i〉〈i|
∥∥∥∥∥
Mnk
= max
i
‖Ai‖Mn . (10)
In order to attain a better understanding of the differences between Banach
space category and operator space category, we need to look not only at the
spaces, but also at the morphisms, that is, the operations which preserves the
structure. We will have to consider now the so called completely bounded maps.
They are linear maps u : E −→ F between operator spaces such that all the
dilations un = 1n ⊗ u : Mn ⊗ E = Mn(E) −→ Mn ⊗ F = Mn(F ) are bounded.
The cb-norm of u is then defined as ‖u‖cb = supn ‖un‖. We will call CB(E,F )
the resulting normed space. It has a natural operator space structure induced
by Mn(CB(E,F )) = CB(E,Mn(F )). We can analogously define the notion of
a complete isomorphism/isometry (see [20,46]).
The so called minimal tensor product of two operator spaces E ⊂ B(H) and
F ⊂ B(K) is defined as the operator space E⊗minF with the structure inherited
from the induced embedding F ⊗ E ⊂ B(H ⊗ K). In particular, Mn(E) =
Mn ⊗min E for every operator space E. The tensor norm min in the category
of operator spaces will play the role of the so called  norm in the classical
theory of tensor norms in Banach spaces [17]. In particular min is injective, in
the sense that if E ⊂ X and F ⊂ Y completely isomorphic/isometric, then
E ⊗min F ⊂ X ⊗min Y completely isomorphic/isometric. The analogue in the
operator space category of the pi tensor norm is the projective tensor norm,
defined as
‖u‖Mn(E⊗∧F ) = inf{‖α‖Mn,lm‖x‖Ml(E)‖y‖Mm(F )‖β‖Mlm,n : u = α(x⊗ y)β},
where u = α(x⊗ y)β means the matrix product
u =
∑
rsijpq
αr,ipβjq,s|r〉〈s| ⊗ xij ⊗ ypq ∈Mn ⊗ E ⊗ F.
Both tensor norms, ∧ and min, are associative and commutative and they share
the duality relations which verify pi and  in the context of Banach spaces. In
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particular, for finite dimensional operator spaces we have the natural completely
isometric identifications
(E ⊗∧ F )∗ = CB2(E,F ;C) = CB(E,F ∗) = E∗ ⊗min F ∗, (11)
where, given an operator space E, we define its dual operator space E∗ via the
identification Mn(E∗) = CB(E,Mn).
Given a Banach space X, we can consider in it different operator space struc-
tures or, equivalently, different isometric embeddings of X into B(H) which
lead to different families of matrix norms. For example we may embed an n-
dimensional Hilbert space as column
Cn = {
∑
k
αk|k〉〈0| : αk ∈ C} or row space Rn = {
∑
k
αk|0〉〈k| : αk ∈ C}
Let us note that
‖
∑
i
Ai⊗ei‖Mm⊗minRn = ‖
∑
i
AiA
†
i‖
1
2 , ‖
∑
i
Ai⊗ei‖Mm⊗minCn = ‖
∑
i
A†iAi‖
1
2 .
Using matrices of the form Ai = |i〉〈0| we deduce the well-known fact that this
yields different matrix norms (see [46] from more details).
The natural operator space structure on `n1 is the one obtained by the du-
ality (`n∞)
∗ = `n1 and it can be seen that for every operator space X the space
`∞⊗minX (resp. `1⊗∧X) coincides, as a Banach space, with `∞⊗X = `∞(X)
(resp. `1 ⊗pi X = `1(X)). Furthermore, for every operator space X, the nat-
ural operator space structure defined on ⊕n1X (see [46]) allows us to identify
completely isometrically this operator space with `n1 ⊗∧X via the natural iden-
tification. This operator space is denoted by `n1 (X). Analogous reasonings hold
for the operator space `n∞(X). Actually, by the comments above, it follows that
(`n∞(X))
∗ = `n1 (X
∗) (completely isometrically)
for every finite dimensional operator space X.
The operator space Lp-embedding theory has been developed in the last years.
Some of the most important results of classical Banach space theory, as well as
probability theory and harmonic analysis have found analogous versions in the
noncommutative case [29,26,27].
As we did in a previous work [44], we will reduce the problem of separating
the Classical from the Quantum probability distributions to the problem of sep-
arating the epsilon and the min norm on the tensor products of certain operator
spaces (see Section 8.1). The noncommutative Lp-embedding theory will allow
us to find “good” subspaces where we can compute the above mentioned tensor
norms.
Our new tool in this paper are spaces constructed as sums and intersection in
interpolation theory. These spaces already play an important role for embedding
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problems in operator space theory [28,27]. For fixed t > 0 and m ∈ N, we
consider the operator space K(t; `m∞, R
m +Cm, `m1 ) defined by the matrix norm
‖x‖Mn(K(t;`m∞,Rm+Cm,`m1 ))
= inf
x=x1+x2+x3
{‖x1‖Mn(`m∞) +
√
t‖x2‖Mn(Rm+Cm) + t‖x3‖Mn(`m1 )}
As in classical interpolation theory [28, Lemmas 3.1, 3.5], it is easy to determine
the dual space:
K(t; `m∞, R
m + Cm, `m1 )
∗ ∼ J(t−1; `m1 , Rm ∩ Cm, `m∞), (12)
where J(t−1; `m1 , R
m ∩ Cm, `m∞) denotes the operator space given by
‖a‖Mn(J(t−1;`m1 ,Rm∩Cm,`m∞))
= max{‖a‖Mn(`m1 ), t−
1
2 ‖a‖Mn(Rm∩Cm), t−1‖a‖Mn(`m∞)}.
Here, ∼ denotes a complete isomorphism up to a universal constant (in this case
16). The following result will be crucial in our work:
Theorem 5 ([28], Theorem 3.6). Let (Ω,µ) be a measure space such that
µ(Ω) = n. Then, the application
j : L1(Ω) + Lr2(Ω) + L
c
2(Ω) + L∞(Ω) ↪→ L1(Ωn; `n∞),
defined by
j(f)(ω1, · · · , ωn) = 1
nn
n∑
k=1
f(ωk)ek
is a complete embedding (with absolute constants).
This result is stated in a much more general context in [28]. In Appendix A.2
we boil the rather heavy notation down to the result used here.
8.1. Connection to the “min vs ε problem”. In this section we will connect the
Classical (resp. Quantum) bounds of a given linear functional M (see Definition
1) to two natural tensor norms in the framework of classical Banach spaces and
operator spaces.
We associate with a four dimensional matrix with coefficientsM = (Ma,bx,y)
N,K
x,y=1,a,b=1
the corresponding tensor
N,K∑
x,y=1,a,b=1
Ma,bx,y(ex ⊗ ea)⊗ (ey ⊗ eb)
considered as an element of `N1 (`
K
∞) ⊗ `N1 (`K∞). Our next result deals with the
Classical bound:
Proposition 4. Given M = (Ma,bx,y)
N,K
x,y=1,a,b=1, we have the following equivalence
BC(M) ≤ ‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗`N1 (`K∞) ≤ 4BC(M).
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Proof. By duality, it follows that
‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗`N1 (`K∞) = sup
 ∑
a,x,b,y
Ma,bx,yT
a,b
x,y : T
a,b
x,y ∈ B`N∞(`K1 )⊗pi`N∞(`K1 )
 .
Since B`N∞(`K1 )⊗pi`N∞(`K1 ) is the convex hull of the set {x ⊗ y : x ∈ B`N∞(`K1 ), y ∈
B`N∞(`K1 )}, we have that
‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗`N1 (`K∞) = sup
 ∑
a,x,b,y
Ma,bx,y
∫
Ω
Pω(x, a)Qω(y, b)dP(ω)
 ,
where the sup is taken over all
a) (Ω,P) probability space,
b)
∑
a=1,··· ,K |Pω(x, a)| ≤ 1 for every x = 1, · · · , N and every ω,
c)
∑
b=1,··· ,K |Qω(y, b)| ≤ 1 for every y = 1, · · · , N and every ω.
Using this, the first inequality follows. For the second one it is enough to
consider the positive and negative part of each Pω(x, a) and Qω(y, b).
Next we deal with the Quantum bound:
Theorem 6. Given M = (Ma,bx,y)
N,K
x,y=1,a,b=1, we have the following equivalence
BQ(M) ≤ ‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗min`N1 (`K∞) ≤ 16BQ(M).
Before we prove the result, let us note that
‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗min`N1 (`K∞) = sup{‖(u⊗ v)(M)‖B(H)⊗minB(H)}, (13)
where the sup is taken over all the operators u : `N1 (`
K
∞) → B(H) which verify
‖u‖cb ≤ 1 (and the same for v). We will use the following Lemma:
Lemma 2. Let (Tn)n ⊂ B(H) be a sequence of positive operators. Then ‖
∑
n Tn‖B(H) =‖∑n Tn ⊗ en‖B(H)⊗min`1 , where we are considering the natural operator space
structure on `1.
Proof. It can be seen [46, Prop. 8. 9] that, for every sequence (an)n in B(H),
we have
‖
∑
n
an ⊗ en‖B(H)⊗min`1 = inf{‖
∑
n
bnb
∗
n‖
1
2 ‖
∑
n
c∗ncn‖
1
2 },
where the inf is taken over all possible decompositions an = bncn. Now, if we
take bn = cn = (Tn)
1
2 , we obtain
‖
∑
n
Tn ⊗ en‖B(H)⊗min`1 ≤ ‖
∑
n
Tn‖B(H).
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On the other hand, it is known [46, Prop. 8. 9] that the norm of ‖∑n Tn ⊗
en‖B(H)⊗min`1 is equal to
sup

∥∥∥∥∥∑
n
Tn ⊗ Un
∥∥∥∥∥
B(H)⊗minB(H)
: Un ∈ B(H), UnU∗n = U∗nUn = 1
 .
Then, taking Un = 1 for every n, we get∥∥∥∥∥∑
n
Tn
∥∥∥∥∥
B(H)
≤ ‖
∑
n
Tn ⊗ en‖B(H)⊗min`1 .
Alternatively, this follows from the fact that the functionalΣ : `1 → C,Σ((tn)) =∑
n tn is a complete contraction.
The following remark will make the proof of Theorem 6 easier to read
Remark 2. Note that, using the isometric identification
CB(`N1 (`
K
∞), B(H)) = `
N
∞(`
K
1 )⊗min B(H) = `N∞(`K1 ⊗min B(H)), (14)
we can deduce from the previous lemma that BQ(M) is exactly the same as
‖M‖`K1 (`N∞)⊗min`K1 (`N∞), when we consider operators u and v which map the canon-
ical basis of `K1 (`
N
∞) to positive elements of B(H) in Equation (13).
Indeed, this is immediate from the two following facts. First, given a complete
contraction u : `N1 (`
K
∞) → B(H) such that u(ex ⊗ ea) = Gax ∈ B(H)+ for every
x = 1, · · · , N ; a = 1, · · · ,K, we will have that, for every x,
‖
K∑
a=1
Gax‖ = ‖
K∑
a=1
Gax ⊗ ea‖B(H)⊗min`k1 ≤ supx ‖
K∑
a=1
Gax ⊗ ea‖B(H)⊗min`k1 ≤ 1,
where we have used Lemma 2 in the first equality and Equation (14) in the last
inequality.
∑K
a=1G
a
x being a positive element for every x, the above estimation
implies that we have a sequence of operators (Gax)
a=1,··· ,K
x=1,··· ,N ⊂ B(H)+ such that∑K
a=1G
a
x ≤ 1 for every x = 1, · · · , N . On the other hand, given a sequence
(Eax)
a=1,··· ,K
x=1,··· ,N ⊂ B(H)+ such that
∑K
a=1E
a
x ≤ 1 for every x = 1, · · · , N , we can
consider the operator u : `N1 (`
K
∞)→ B(H) defined by u(ex⊗ea) = Eax ∈ B(H)+.
Using again Lemma 2 and Equation (14) we can see that
‖u‖cb = sup
x
‖
K∑
a=1
Eax ⊗ ea‖B(H)⊗min`k1 = supx ‖
K∑
a=1
Eax‖ ≤ 1.
We can prove now Theorem 6.
Proof (of Theorem 6). The first inequality is just the previous remark. For the
proof of the second inequality we consider a complete contraction u : `N1 (`
K
∞)→
B(H). We consider now the ux : `K∞ → B(H). We recall that according to
Wittstock’s factorization theorem [42, Theorem 8.5] every complete contraction
u defined on a C∗-algebra A with values in B(H) can be decomposed as u(x) =
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V pi(x)W , with V and W contractions, and pi a ∗-representation. Thus, we have
u = u11 − u22 − i(u3 − u4), where
u11(x) = 1/4(V +W
∗)pi(x)(V ∗ +W ) , u22(x) = 1/4(V −W ∗)pi(x)(V ∗ −W ) ,
u33(x) = 1/4(V − iW ∗)pi(x)(V ∗ + iW ) , u4(x) = 1/4(V + iW ∗)pi(x)(V ∗ − iW )
Note that, for every i = 1, ..., 4, ui is a completely positive contraction.
We apply this observation to every component and we decompose ux = u1x −
u2x − i(u3x − u4x) as a linear combination of completely positive maps. Then, for
every x and a we see that (uix(ea))a = (E
a
x,i)a is an incomplete POVM (see also
Equation (14)). This leads to the constant 16 = 4× 4 in the assertion.
The following corollary follows now from the previous two theorems:
Corollary 4. Given M = (Ma,bx,y)
N,K
x,y=1,a,b=1, we have that
LV (M) ' ‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗min`N1 (`K∞)‖M‖`N1 (`K∞)⊗`N1 (`K∞)
,
where ' denotes equality up to universal constants.
9. Proof of the main result
We introduce some notation that will be useful in the proof.
Remark 3. Given an operator spaceX, we construct an associated operator space
Xn as follows: Let I be the collection of all complete contractions v : X −→Mn.
Then, we can define a new operator space structure on the Banach space X
considering the application
j : X −→ `∞(I,Mn)
defined by
j(x) = ((v(x))v∈I .
It is easy to see that
Mn(Xn) = Mn(X).
For our purpose it is interesting to note that
‖a‖Xn⊗minY n = sup
‖v:X−→Mn‖cb≤1,‖w:Y−→Mn‖cb≤1
‖(v ⊗ w)(x)‖Mn⊗minMn .
Then, the result that we will prove is
Theorem 7. Given 2 < q < ∞ and n ∈ N, take m such that n q2 ≤ m ≤ 2n q2
(for instance m = [n
q
2 ]) and denote X = `m
n
1 (`
n
∞). Then, we can find an element
x ∈ X ⊗X of rank n such that ‖x‖X⊗X ≤ D(q) and ‖x‖Xn⊗minXn ≥ n
1
2− 2q .
Theorem 3 follows now from Theorem 7 and Corollary 4.
For reference purposes, we state next Chevet’s inequality, which will be used
often in the following. For a proof see [34].
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Theorem 8 (Chevet’s inequality). There exists a universal constant b such
that for every Banach spaces E,F and every sequence (gs,t)s,t of independent
normalized gaussian random variables, we have
‖
∑
s,t
gs,txs ⊗ yt‖E⊗εF ≤ bw2((xs)s;E)‖
∑
t
gtyt‖F + bw2((yt)t;F )‖
∑
s
gsxs‖E ,
where, given a sequence (xs)s in a Banach space X, we use the notation w2((xs)s;X)
for
w2((xs)s;X) = ‖
∑
s
xs⊗es‖X⊗`2 = sup

(∑
s
|x∗(xs)|2
) 1
2
: x∗ ∈ X∗, ‖x∗‖ ≤ 1
 .
We can take b = 1 if the spaces are real, whereas b = 4 if they are complex.
We will need the following three technical lemmas.
Lemma 3. Let 1 < q <∞, n ≤ m and (gij)n,mi,j=1 a family of normalized gaussian
random variables. Consider Xqt = t
− 1qK(t; `m∞, R
m + Cm, `m1 ) for t =
n
m . Then,
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei : Xqt −→ Rn ∩ Cn
∥∥∥∥∥∥
cb
≤ Km1− 1q n 1qC(m,n),
where K is a universal constant and C(m,n) = 1 +
√
log(m)
n .
Proof. It follows from equation (12) that
‖a : Xqt −→ Rn‖cb
= ‖a‖Rn(X∗t ) ≤ t
1
q max{‖a‖Rn(`m1 ), t
−1
2 ‖a‖Rn(Rm∩Cm), t−1‖a‖Rn(`m∞)}. (15)
where c is a universal constant. We have to estimate the three terms appearing
in this maximum. Recall our use of  for inequalities valid up to a universal
constant. For the first term, we use the little Grothendieck theorem [25, Page
183], which says that there exists a constant k such that for every operator
a : `m∞ −→ `n2 we have ‖a : `m∞ −→ Rn‖cb ≤ k‖a‖op (and the same for Cm).
Then, we invoke Chevet’s inequality and obtain
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Rn(`m1 )
 E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gj,iei ⊗ ej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
`m1 ⊗`n2
 (√m√n+m) ≤ K1m.
For the second term, it is easy to see that
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Rn(Rm∩Cm)
= E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
`n2⊗2`m2
 √nm.
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Finally, we will use Chevet’s inequality again to estimate the last expression,
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Rn(`m∞)
= E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijej ⊗ ei
∥∥∥∥∥∥
`n2⊗`m∞
 √n+
√
logm,
where we have used that E ‖∑mi=1 giei‖`m∞  √logm [54, Page 15]. Let us insert
the precise value of t = nm . Then we obtain
E‖a : Xqt −→ Rn‖cb ≤ ct
1
qE[max{‖a‖Rn(`m1 ), t
−1
2 ‖a‖Rn(Rm∩Cm), t−1‖a‖Rn(`m∞)}]
= cE[(
n
m
)
1
q max{‖a‖Rn(`m1 ), (
n
m
)
−1
2 ‖a‖Rn(Rm∩Cm), (
n
m
)−1‖a‖Rn(`m∞)}]
≤ cE[( n
m
)
1
q (‖a‖Rn(`m1 ) + (
n
m
)
−1
2 ‖a‖Rn(Rm∩Cm) + (
n
m
)−1‖a‖Rn(`m∞))]
≤ K ′( n
m
)
1
q (m+m+ (
√
n+
√
logm)(
m
n
)) ≤ Km1− 1q n 1q (1 +
√
log(m)
n
),
where K is a universal constant. Replacing Rn by Cn we find the same estimates.
By the definition of the intersection Rn ∩ Cn we obtain the result.
Lemma 4. There exits δ ∈ (0, 1/2) with the following property: Given natural
numbers n ≤ m and a family of normalized gaussian random variables (gij)n,mi,j=1,
we consider G = 1√
m
∑n,m
i,j=1 gijei⊗ej as an operator from `n2 to `m2 . Then, “with
high probability”, there exists an operator v : Hn −→ `n2 such that v 1mG∗G|Hn =
1Hn and ‖v‖ ≤ 2, where we denote Hn = `[δn]2 .
Proof. Chevet’s inequality tells us that
E[‖G‖op] ≤ a 1√
m
(
√
n+
√
m) ≤ C
for some universal constant C. On the other hand, it is known [35, Page 80] that
E[‖G‖2] ≥ c
√
n
for a universal constant c > 1√
2
, where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Thus, we can choose constants (independent of n) 0 < c < C such that, with
high probability, G verifies ‖G‖op ≤ C, and ‖G‖2 ≥ c
√
n. We define δ = c
2
2C2 .
We recall the notation sj(G) for the jth singular value of G and observe that
c2n ≤ ‖G‖22 =
n∑
j=1
sj(G)2 ≤ s1(G)2([δn]− 1) + s[δn](G)2n ≤ c
2n
2
+ s[δn](G)2n.
Therefore, we find 0 < c
2
2 ≤ s[δn](G)2. We may take c2 > 12 , so we have 12 ≤
s[δn](G). By the definition of the singular values of G, the above estimation says
that we can invert the operator 1mG
∗G : `n2 −→ `n2 on a “large” subspace of
dimension kn = [δn]. Thus, if we denote Hn = `
[δn]
2 , we know that there exists
an operator vn : Hn −→ `n2 such that vn 1mG∗G|Hn = 1Hn and ‖vn‖ ≤ 2.
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Before we prove the next lemma, let us observe the following remark.
Remark 4. By the definition of the K-spaces and the standard interpolation
equality [`m∞, `
m
1 ]1/q = `
m
q , it is clear that for every t > 0, m ∈ N and 1 <
q <∞ the map id = id ◦ id : `mq ↪→ K(t; `m∞, `m1 ) ↪→ K(t; `m∞, Rm + Cm, `m1 ) is a
composition of two contractions (see for instance [5] for the first one), hence id
is itself a contraction.
Lemma 5. Given 2 < q <∞, there exists a constant c(q) > 0 such that for every
n ≤ m 2q and every family of normalized gaussian random variables (gij)n,mi,j=1,
we have
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥m− 1q
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijei ⊗ ej : `n2 −→ Xqt
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ c(q)
(for every t > 0).
Proof. Applying Chevet’s inequality again for Xqt , we get
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
n,m∑
i,j=1
gijei ⊗ ej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
`n2⊗Xqt
 E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
gjej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Xqt
+
√
nw2((ej)mj=1;X
q
t ).
Hence, it suffices to show that
‖id : `m2 −→ Xqt ‖ ≤ A(q) and
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
gjej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Xqt
≤ B(q)m 1q .
Both estimations follow easily using Remark 4. Indeed, the upper estimate fol-
lows, with A(q) = 1, from
‖id : `m2 −→ `mq ‖ ≤ 1.
In the same way, the next estimate follows from
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
gjej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Xqt
≤ E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
gjej
∥∥∥∥∥∥
`mq
≤ B(q)m 1q .
Remark 5. It is well known that B(q) ≤ C√q, where C is a universal constant
independent of q. Thus, we have that c(q) ≤ C ′√q.
Using this, we can separate the epsilon and the min norm on a suitable
subspace of `m
n
1 (`
n
∞).
Theorem 9. Given 2 < q < ∞ and n ∈ N, if we take n q2 ≤ m ≤ 2n q2 , there
exists a matrix a ∈ Xqt ⊗ Xqt of rank n such that ‖a‖ ≤ D(q) and ‖a‖min ≥
n
1
2− 2q , where we define t = nm and X
q
t = t
− 1qK(t; `m∞, r
m + cm, `m1 ).
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Proof. Given n ∈ N and 2 < q <∞, taking n q2 ≤ m ≤ 2n q2 , we define t and Xqt
as in the statement of the theorem. Since t is considered fixed we may simplify
the notation and write Xq = X
q
t . Thanks to the three previous Lemmas, we
know that there exists a matrix G = (gij(w))
n,m
i,j=1 such that
1) ‖G∗ : Xq −→ Rn ∩ Cn‖cb ≤ C(q)m
1
q′ n
1
q .
2) There exist δ, vn and Hn as in Lemma 4.
3) ‖G : `n2 −→ Xq‖ ≤ c(q)m
1
q .
Observe that, due to the choice of m, the function C(n,m) = C(q) (in Lemma
3) only depends on q. Consider an arbitrary matrix a in Hn ⊗ Hn. Then, we
have
‖m− 1qG⊗m− 1qG(a)‖Xq⊗Xq ≤ c(q)2‖a‖Hn⊗Hn .
On the other hand, we have
‖a‖`n2⊗2`n2 = ‖v(
1
m
G∗G)⊗ v( 1
m
G∗G)(a)‖`n2⊗2`n2
= ‖v( 1
m
G∗G)⊗ v( 1
m
G∗G)(a)‖Rn∩Cn⊗minRn∩Cn
≤ ‖vm− 1q′G∗‖2cb‖(m−
1
qG⊗m− 1qG)(a)‖Xnq ⊗minXnq .
In the special case where a represents the identity on Hn we obtain
√
n ≤ δ− 12
√
kn = δ−
1
2 ‖a‖`n2⊗2`n2
≤ 4δ− 12C(q)2n 2q ‖(m− 1qG⊗m− 1qG)(a)‖Xnq ⊗minXnq .
This leads to the two competing estimates
‖m− 1qG⊗m− 1qG(a)‖Xq⊗Xq ≤ c(q)2 (16)
‖(m− 1qG⊗m− 1qG)(a)‖Xnq ⊗minXnq ≥
D
C(q)2
n
1
2− 2q . (17)
Combing (16) and (17) yields the result.
Remark 6. According to Remark 3, we have actually proved that
‖a‖Xnq ⊗minXnq ≥
D
C(q)2
n
1
2− 2q .
Remark 7. The constant in the previous theorem can be takenD(q) ≤ Cc(q)2C(q)2,
where C is a universal constant which does not depend on q. Furthermore, we
have seen in Remark 5 that c(q)2  q. It can be checked that C(q) ≤ 1+
√
q log(n)
n .
We can prove now Theorem 7.
Proof. By Theorem 5, for every measure space (Ω,µ) such that µ(Ω) = k <
∞, we have that L1(Ω) + LR2 (Ω) + LC2 (Ω) + L∞(Ω) completely embeds into
L1(Ωk; `k∞). Furthermore, the complete embedding
j : L1(Ω) + Lr2(Ω) + L
c
2(Ω) + L∞(Ω) ↪→ L1(Ωk; `k∞)
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can be specifically written. Indeed, consider the measure space (Ω,µ), where
Ω = {1, · · · ,m} and µ(i) = t = nm for every i = 1, · · · ,m. Then, µ(Ω) = mt = n.
But it is easy to see that for this measure space, the operator space L1(Ω) +
Lr2(Ω) + L
c
2(Ω) + L∞(Ω) is exactly the operator space K(t; `
m
∞, R
m + Cm, `m1 ).
Thus, we have a completely isomorphic embedding of K(t; `m∞, R
m + Cm, `m1 )
into L1(Ωn, `n∞). Note that the difference between L1(Ω
n, `n∞) and X = `
mn
1 (`
n
∞)
is just the normalization in the L1-norm and hence the spaces are completely
isometrically isomorphic. Thus, it will be enough to consider the completely
isomorphic embedding j˜ = r ◦ t− 1q j from t− 1qKt into X and to take the element
x = (j˜⊗ j˜)(a) ∈ X⊗X, where a is the same element as in Theorem 9. We invoke
Remark 6 and the fact that the formal identity map id : X → Xn is completely
contractive. This yields the difference for the min and ε norm claimed in the
assertion.
Remark 8. It follows from Remark 7 that we can take D(q) ≤ q2 (actually, this
estimate is not tight). Then, for a fixed dimension n, just taking q = log(n), we
obtain
‖x‖Xn⊗minXn
‖x‖X⊗X
≥
√
n
log(n)2
(18)
with X = `[2
log2 n
2 ]n
1 (`
n
∞).
Remark 9. We have the following interesting alternatives: either
a) for every subspace F ⊂ L1(`∞)
`2 ⊗ε F = R+ C ⊗min F
or
b) there exists a subspace F ⊂ L1(`∞) such that
`2 ⊗ε F 6= R+ C ⊗min F
In case a), it follows easily from John’s theorem [48] that for every rank n tensor
a ∈ F1 ⊗ F2 that
‖a‖min ≤ C
√
n‖a‖ε
This means our estimate (18) for a rank n tensor is optimal up to the logarithmic
factor. However, in case b) there are violations of Bell’s inequality involving
POVM’s only for Alice or Bob, but not both. To wrap this up we could formulate
it as follows. Either there are assymmetric Bell violations which are of simpler
nature than everything discovered so far, or our estimates are best possible. It
would certainly be interesting to know which of these alternatives holds true.
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A. Some proofs
A.1. Proof of Proposition 2. The result is based on the fact that the norm of
the identity
id : Mn ⊗Mn →Mn ⊗minMn
is ≤ n (actually it is exactly n). Indeed, using that
dcb(Rn,min(`n2 )) = dcb(Cn,min(`
n
2 )) =
√
n,
it is easy to see that dcb(Mn,min(Mn)) = n. The result follows now trivially
from the fact min(Mn)⊗minMn = Mn ⊗Mn.
Let us take then a Bell inequality M = {Ma,bx,y}x,y,a,b and a quantum proba-
bility distribution P . By the previous estimation, we have
|〈M,P 〉| ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,yE
x
a ⊗ F yb
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Mn⊗minMn
≤
n
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,yE
x
a ⊗ F yb
∥∥∥∥∥∥
Mn⊗εMn
.
Now, this is exactly the same as
sup

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,y tr(E
x
aρ1) tr(F
y
b ρ2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ : ρ1, ρ2 ∈ BSn1
 . (19)
But it is well known that every ρ ∈ BSn1 can be written as ρ = ρ11 + iρ21 with
ρi1 self adjoint elements in BSn1 for i = 1, 2. Then,
(19) ≤ 4 sup{|
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,y tr(E
x
aρ1) tr(F
y
b ρ2)| : ρ1, ρ2 ∈ BSn1 and self adjoint }.
But ρ1 can be written as ρ1 =
∑n
j=1 δj |fj〉〈fj | with (|fj〉)j an orthonormal
basis of `n2 , and
∑n
j=1 |δj | ≤ 1 (and the same for ρ2). Then, for every pair of
selfadjoint ρ1, ρ2 we have
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,y tr(E
x
aρ1) tr(F
y
b ρ2)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ sup

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
a,b,x,y
Ma,bx,y〈u|Exa |u〉〈v|F yb |v〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣ : |u〉, |v〉 ∈ S`n2
 ,
which is bounded above by supP ′∈L |〈M,P ′〉|. Therefore, we have
|〈M,P 〉|  n sup
P ′∈L
|〈M,P ′〉|.
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A.2. Explanation of [[28], Theorem 3.6]. Suppose we have a probability space
(Ω,µ) and k ∈ N. We may consider the particular case of (Theorem 3.6, [28]) in
which A = Mk ⊗min L∞(Ωn),M = Mk ⊗min L∞(Ω), N = Mk, the conditional
expectation EN :M→N is defined by EN = 1⊗
∫ · dµ and K = C. The algebras
(M)k≥1’s form a system of independent symmetric system of copies of M over
N (see ([28], Example 1), which is a stronger condition than the one appearing
in (Theorem 3.6, [28]). We start with the easy case
L1(A, `n∞) = L1(Mk ⊗ L∞(Ωn), `n∞) = Sk1 (L1(Ωn), `n∞).
Let us turn to the more complicated K space
Kn1,∞(M, EN ) = nL1(M) + Ls1(M, EN ) +
√
nLr1(M, EN ) +
√
nLc1(M, EN ) .
Here we refer to definition before ([28], Lemma 3.5)
‖x‖Ls1(M,EN ) = infx=ayb ‖a‖L2(Mk)‖y‖Mk⊗minL∞(Ω)‖b‖L2(Mk) = ‖x‖Sk1 (L∞(Ω)) .
Hence Ls1(M) = Sk1 (L1(Ω)) as predicted. For the column term we have
‖x‖Lc1(M,EN ) = infx=ayb ‖a‖L2(M)‖y‖Mk⊗L∞(Ω)‖b‖L2(Mk)
= inf
x=ab
‖a‖L2(M)‖b‖L2(Mk) .
Given such a factorization x = ab we see that
‖(
∫
Ω
|x|2dµ)1/2‖ = ‖b∗(
∫
Ω
a∗adµ)b‖21/2
≤ ‖b‖L2(Mk)‖
∫
Ω
tr(a∗a)dµ‖1/21 = ‖b‖2‖a‖2
This shows ‖x‖Sk1 (Lr2(Ω)) ≤ inf ‖a‖‖b‖. Conversely, for x ∈ Sk1 (Lr2(Ω)) = Rk ⊗h
Lr2(Ω) ⊗h Ck we deduce from the definition of the Haagerup tensor product
that we can find a factorization x = ba such that b ∈ Rk ⊗h Lr2(Ω) ⊗h Rk and
a ∈ L2(Mk). Note however, that
‖b‖Rk⊗hLr2(Ω)⊗hRk = ‖b‖L2(Ω,Sk2 ) = ‖b‖L2(M) .
Thus we have in fact
‖x‖Sk1 (Lr2(Ω)) = ‖x‖Lc1(M,EN )
Interchanging rows and columns yields the missing estimate. Theorem 5 follows
now easily. Suppose we have a measure space (Ω,µ) such that µ(Ω) = n. Then,
we consider (Ω, µˆ) = (Ω, µn ) and, thus,
i : nL1(Ω, µˆ) +
√
nLr2(Ω, µˆ) +
√
nLc2(Ω, µˆ) + L∞(Ω, µˆ) ↪→ L1(Ωn,⊗nµˆ; `n∞),
is a completely embedding. But it is obvious that
nL1(Ω, µˆ) = L1(Ω,µ),
√
nLr2(Ω, µˆ) = L
r
2(Ω,µ),
√
nLc2(Ω, µˆ) = L
c
2(Ω,µ),
L∞(Ω, µˆ) = L∞(Ω,µ) and nnL1(Ωn,⊗nµˆ; `n∞) = L1(Ωn,⊗nµ; `n∞).
Therefore,
j =
i
nn
: L1(Ω,µ) + Lr2(Ω,µ) + L
c
2(Ω,µ) + L∞(Ω,µ) ↪→ L1(Ωn,⊗nµ; `n∞)
is a complete embedding (with absolute constants).
